France… the land where snails reside on dinner plates instead of garden beds, where music lives on every street corner, where, at dinner time, cheese gets its own course and fine French bread is an inescapable pleasure. Almost as abundant as baguettes, the charm of France is just omnipresent… From the astonishing heights of the Eiffel Tower to the underground Metro railway stations of Paris, France’s long and rich culture shines through. Selected St Margaret’s and Berwick Grammar School students were privileged to go and see the wonder and splendour that is France. From visiting the sprawling metropolis that is Paris, exploring the ancient foundations of the modernised city of Lyon, viewing the sombre experience that was ‘The Somme Battlefields’ and being a part of the almost combustible magic that was Disneyland, all came together to create a purely unforgettable journey with a truly wonderful group of people. A trip of a lifetime doesn’t begin to describe this magnificent voyage, but rather ‘C’est si bon’. 